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Abstract
It is investigated if massless particles can couple to scalar elds in a special rel-
ativistic theory with classical particles. The only possible obvious theory which
is invariant under Lorentz transformations and reparametrization of the ane pa-
rameter leads to trivial trajectories (straight lines) for the massless case, and also
the investigation of the massless limit of the massive theory shows that there is no
inuence of the scalar eld on the limiting trajectories.
On the other hand, in contrast to this result, it is shown that massive particles
are inuenced by the scalar eld in this theory even in the ultra-relativistic limit.
1 Introduction
In the context of light deection in gravitational elds, it has been pointed out
that within the Newtonian theory of gravity (i.e., gravity as a scalar eld), energy
conservation arguments lead to eects on light propagation (Soldner 1801). This can
be seen more fundamentally by considering classical particles, massive or massless,
which propagate with light velocity c through a scalar eld acting on them in the
absolute Newtonian spacetime.
Going over to the special-relativistic Minkowskian spacetime, the situation gets
dierent, as in this case there occurs a fundamental dierence between massive
and massless particles, with respect to their propagation. Within this theoretical
framework, one can see quite soon that it is no more clear if massless particles can
couple to scalar elds at all.
That such a coupling is impossible has been claimed occasionally, but without
rigid proof, even in some textbooks such as Greiner 1989. It is also of interest with
respect to particle physics, where the Higgs mechanism is used to generate mass by
a scalar eld, implying that coupling to the scalar Higgs eld occurs only for massive
particles (more acurately, even to the masses of the particles; this interaction has
been studied in detail by Dehnen and Frommert 1990, 1991; Dehnen et.al. 1990).
However, on the eld theoretical level, it is possible to add coupling to massless
particle elds by hand, provided only that the scalar eld has a trivial ground
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state, simply such an interaction was not found in nature and, therefore, can be
very weak at best.
In order to investigate if massless particles can couple to scalar elds in a special
relativistic theory with classical particles, it is most convenient to nd a Lagrange
function (and thus a theory) which is invariant under Lorentz transformations and
reparametrization of the ane parameter which replaces time in special relativistic
theories
1
. As outlined in this work, there is only one possible obvious theory of
coupling relativistic particles to scalar elds which matches these requirements. This
theory turns out to be trivial for the case of massless particles, i.e. the trajectories
of lightlike particles are straight lines. Moreover, the investigation of the massless
limit of the more general theory shows that there is no inuence of the scalar eld
on the limiting trajectories. This result reproduces the wellknown fact that because
of the observed light deviation in gravitational elds, gravity cannot be described
correctly by a special-relativistic scalar theory in at Minkowskian spacetime.
On the other hand, one may suspect that the problem of massless particles
may be correlated in some way with the relativistic limit of the massive problem.
This limit is also investigated here. In dierence to the result above, it turns out
that massive particles are deected by the scalar eld in this theory, even in the
1
If it should turn out that it should be impossible to nd such a Lagrange function, one had
to select a set of equations of motion by hand, and to face all the problems which arise in such
theories.
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ultra-relativistic limit, i.e. V  ! c.
2 Lagrange functions for relativistic particles
According e.g. to Greiner 1989 (eq. (98)) or Lindner 1994, the special relativistic
























This action is invariant under both Lorentz or Poincare transformations, and repa-
rametrization of the "parameter" t, as Ldt may be rewritten with the proper time
 as parameter, as Ldt =  m
0
d .














= 0 ; (3)



















































It is remarkable that because of the projector, these are only 3 nontrivial indepen-


















= const 2 f0;1g.
One may straightforwardly add e.g. electromagnetism (as an external eld) by











































. This is, of course,
the usual Lorentz force equation for a classical point particle. As F

is skew
symmetric, contraction with V

makes both sides of (6) vanish identically, so we
have again only 3 independent nontrivial equations.
We remark here immediately that, if A

was the 4-gradient of a scalar eld
(or that of some functional of arbitrary elds), say (x) the right-hand side would
vanish identically because of the antisymmetry of the eld strength F

. Therefore,












: Electromagnetic 4-potential, q: Electromagnetic (i.e. electric) charge.
4
does not contribute to the force on the particle. This may even be seen on a more

































obeyed. For this reason the coupling to scalar elds must be done in a dierent
way.
For massless elds, the Lagrange function has to be modied: The rest mass
m
0
must be avoided, because it is identically zero. Therefore, we replace the factor
m
0
c, which is a \rest momentum", by another, equivalent constant, namely h=

,
i.e. an inverse characteristic wavelength up to a factor h (for massive particles, the
wavelength

 is the Compton wavelength).
In view of the reparametrization invariance of our theory, which is required if
we demand the incorporation of space and time into spacetime, as usual in (special
and general) relativity, the coordinate time t can no longer play a unique role in our
theory
4
. Therefore, the time t in our action can be replaced by any continuous and













This demand is forcing for massless particles, as there is no natural invariant parameter for
them, such as the proper time for massive particles.
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3 Coupling scalar elds to relativistic particles







fails as outlined above, we must look for other couplings. In order to keep the
invariance of the action with respect to (arbitrary) reparametrization, the relation
L
i












and thus the total Lagrange function
L =  hF (;
;

















with  = lnF . Since the scalar eld was in no way xed otherwise on this level, we
may now regard  as our new scalar eld, or scalar potential. This will be justied
later by the analogy of the equation of motion to the Newtonian equation with a
scalar potential.
Now we take a closer look on the Lagrange function for classical massless par-








































































= 0, one is led to the conclusion
that the power series (12) must stop after n = 1, because otherwise divergences in
L would appear (in the form of zero denominator terms). Then equation (11) is





The arguments given here are certainly valid for straightforwardly formed Lagrange functions
such as those discussed here. It is however dicult to nd a general decision if it is possible
to nd, within special relativity, some strange coupling term as a counterexample or not. One















(). This however would lead at least to the limits if not out of Special Relativity.
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Variation of the Lagrange function (11) w.r.t. the particle trajectory yields the

































































As the exponential factor is positive, the rest of the equation must vanish. Now
with v

a zero vector, we have a zero denominator which may cause diculties to
handle this equation: the numerator must be an \even smaller" zero to fulll it.
This requirement can be fullled, because the third and fourth factor of equation

































= const : (17)
This shows that




= 0 is stable (massless particles propagate always lightlike)
2. the massless particle is apparently not inuenced by the scalar eld .
8
The latter statement can also be seen directly from the last factors of equation (15),
















































, no matter whatever the behaviour of  is.
To provide a better understanding of the situation we encounter here, we perform
a more acurate investigation of the massless problem as a certain limit of the massive
one. This can be accomplished in two ways:
1. Let the mass m
0
go to zero, m
0












2. For xed m
0
let the (3-) velocity V approach c
3.1 The zero rest mass limit
In the rst case, we consider the problem with any xed, small, nite mass m, and




=d is the 4-momentum
p
























































































Going now into the massless limit, i.e. m
0























=" indicates equality in the limit m
0
 ! 0. Thus, in our limit, the prod-
uct of the 4-momentum p

of the particle with the exponential function e

of the
















































which may be inserted into the equations for the spatial components p
i














Separating the direction n
i
of the 3-momentum p
i
from its length p according to















= 1 ; (27)























with the same n
i










Thus we have shown that along with the P
i
, the direction vector components n
i
of
the 3-momentum (and thus velocity) are constants of motion in the zero restmass
limit, so that the ight direction is not inuenced by the scalar eld, no matter
which eld or particle conguration is assumed.
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3.2 The ultra-relativistic (V  ! c) limit
Leaving m
0
now xed, we have the equation of motion (14), and can again choose



























which has again only three independent and one trivial component (this can be seen









































For the general case of the scalar eld , it is at this stage too complicated
to investigate the inuence on the massive particle's trajectory. However, this is








































This equation has the constant integral (the \m
0


















This is the energy conservation law here in its exact form.
As the zeroth component of the 4-momentum p
0


































must take values in the real interval [0; 1] only, the dierence  E must
be negative, i.e. in the eld-free ( = 0) case, the energy constant E is always
positive. It takes the values
E = 0  ! V = 0
E =1  ! V = c
13






























(in case of a non-
vanishing scalar eld , this eld occurs here as a potential energy divided by the
rest energy).
To discuss the inuence on trajectories a little deeper, we investigate now the
case of a spherically symmetric, static eld. As usual, we have motion in a plain
(say the equatorial one) and angular momentum conservation, in addition to the









































) + ) (42)
































































F = const (47)
This equation does no more depend on the scalar eld  but only on the energy
constant E and the new constant F . If summarized to a new constant
~
F , this
new constant resembles essentially the specic angular momentum of Newtonian
mechanics.
With these conservation laws on hand, one can eventually solve the equation for





































































Equation (49) has the side result that for vanishing , which can be assumed at
spatial innity for a eld which is localized anyhow (e.g., the eld of a localized
source), the velocity takes a limiting value v
1
, the excess velocity, which is given





















must be constant, it may be absorbed in E , and thus set to zero).
In order to obtain the trajectory instead of the time dependent motion, the

















Substituting r by u = (F=m
0













This equation of motion can be evaluated if the scalar eld  is specied. For large



























, A ' GM=c
2
.




























+    (55)


































[1 +  cos fa ('  '
0
)g] (57)
with the arbitrary integration constant '
0






































determines the periapsis, or size of the trajectory,  is the excentricity and
determines its shape, while a describes the rotation of the trajectory). The proper















(1 + )]. The expression for , equation (59), can
be reformulated to show that it approaches innity for increasing E , corresponding




















































This means that the trajectory's form approaches a straight line with increasing E ,
or as V approaches c.
It would be preposterous to conclude from this fact that there is no deection
of the fast massive particle. The asymptotic straight lines for r  ! 1 are to be
calculated as follows: The trajectory goes to asymptotic innity at the poles of the
denominator, i.e. at cosfa('  '
0
)g =  1=, or












The deection angle  is related to ' by




































































For the large E considered, the argument of the arcsin function is small, and thus
18































































for large values of E , corresponding to the limit V  ! c (compare eq. (40)). This
nonvanishing deection is the result a preceding straight trajectory caused by a
trajectory \dragging" of the scalar interaction for massive particles, which is es-
sentially the same eect which can be observed as the periapsis shift for bound
elliptical trajectories.
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